Terms & Conditions of Speaking at WPC
Speaker shall present the session and session topic set forth in the Agreement if
confirmed and shall:
A. Utilize the WPC official PowerPoint template if PowerPoint (or similar program) is utilized.
B. Utilize the WPC official sponsored blotters and tasting cups for any session that may require
it (limit to 3 samples per session)
C. Abide by WPC’s requirement to present a session that is product-neutral in nature that does
not intentionally promote specific products, services, or companies. Mention of personal brand
and services in the last slide of your presentation is OK approved by Event Management.
D. Grant permission to WPC to copy and distribute a PDF version of their PowerPoint and/or
handouts in the on-site event program and in digital format through the WPC website
(accessible by registered attendees only).
E. Agree that the Speaker will not gain access to the names of those who attended their session
from Allured Business Media. Passing out forms to collect attendee contact information during
the session is strictly prohibited; however, Speakers can provide their booth number and/or
business card to attendees at the end of the session.
F. Allured Business Media (producer of WPC) and the Speaker mutually agree that all parties
shall be released from any and all liability or damages hereunder if Allured Business Media or
the Speaker is unable to fulfill the terms of this Agreement due to an act of God, illness or
physical disability of the Speaker, acts or regulations of public authorities, labor difficulties, civil
tumult, strike, epidemic, flood, fire, interruption or delay of transportation, or any other cause
beyond the control of the parties. If, for any reason, the Speaker is delayed or cannot appear,
the Speaker will promptly notify Allured Business Media to arrange a substitute Speaker. Any
benefits, deposits, and/or advance reimbursements under this Agreement shall be transferred
to the substitute Speaker, if any.
G. Speaker grants Allured Business Media or those acting with their authority and permission,
the permission to copyright, and use and re-use and publish, and republish and sell
photographic or video graphic images or representations in which Speaker may be included, in
whole or in part, or composite or distorted in character or form, or graphic representations
derived from such photographic or video graphic images, without restriction as to changes or
alterations or reproductions thereof in color or otherwise made through any media for art,
advertising, trade or any other purpose whatsoever.

